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Eagle Strike - Anthony Horowitz 2006-02-16
Alex Rider is now an IMDBtv original series!
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Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen superspy
who's saving the world one mission at a
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time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! Sir Damian Cray is a philanthropist,
peace activist, and the world's most famouspop
star. But still it's not enough. He needs more if
he is to save the world. Trouble is, only Alex
Rider recognizes that it's the world that needs
saving from Sir Damian Cray. Underneath the
luster of glamour and fame lies a twisted mind,
ready to sacrifice the world for his beliefs. But in
the past, Alex has always had the backing of the
government. This time, he's on his own. Can one
teenager convince the world that the most
popular man on earth is a madman bent on
destruction-before time runs out? From the
author of Magpie Murders and Moriarty.
The Exphoria Code - Antony Johnston
2020-10-06
Award-winning and bestselling author Antony
Johnston introduces a major new techno-thriller
series featuring an MI6 cyber-espionage
specialist. Brigitte Sharp is a brilliant but
haunted young MI6 hacker who has been
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

deskbound and in therapy for three years after
her first field mission in Syria went disastrously
wrong. Despite her boss's encouragement,
Bridge isn’t ready to go back in the field. But
now one of her best friends has been murdered,
and Bridge believes his death is connected to
strange “ASCII art” posts appearing on the
internet that carry encrypted hidden messages.
On decoding the messages, she discovers
evidence of a mole inside a top-secret AngloFrench military drone project—an enemy who
may also be her friend’s killer. Her MI6 bosses
force her back into the field, sending her
undercover in France to find and expose the
mole. But the truth behind the Exphoria code is
worse than anyone imagined, and soon Bridge is
on the run, desperate and alone, as a terrorist
plot unfolds and threatens everything she has
left to live for. Drawing on cutting edge
technology and modern global threats, Brigitte
Sharp is a highly credible female spy in a truly
original and contemporary story.
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Robert Bloch's That Hellbound Train Robert Bloch 2011
Jump onboard Robert Bloch's That Hellbound
Train! Martin, an out-of-luck orphan, struggles
to fulfill the American dream - but fate conspires
against him at every turn. On the verge of giving
up hope, our young protagonist is visited by a
monstrous train, one whose conductor might just
have a ticket to fame and riches... if Martin is
willing to pay the price! Scribes Joe and John
Lansdale (30 Days of Night: Night, Again) and
artist Dave Wachter bring this unique tale of
American folklore to life!
Alex Rider, the Gadgets - Anthony Horowitz
2006
Features the blueprints and technical
specifications for the amazing gadgetry used by
teenage spy Alex Rider.
The Organised Writer - Antony Johnston
2020-10-01
The Organised Writer is a practical, no-nonsense
system that allows you as an author to write
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

without worrying about administration, business
affairs, or scheduling, because you know those
non-writing tasks will be dealt with at the right
time. This straight-talking guide will help you
become more productive, cope with multiple
projects, and make time within your life to write
- while also dealing with non-writing tasks more
efficiently. It includes advice on how to: ·
Manage your schedule · Prioritise your writing
time · Take notes effectively · Work with a 'clean
mind' · Get more written every day · Deal
effectively with non-writing tasks · Set up a
foolproof filing system · Organise your working
space Read the book, then spend a weekend
setting up the system described, and you'll make
the time back with interest. You'll get more
written every day and complete more of your
non-writing tasks without being overwhelmed by
all the things you have to do, forgot to do, or
don't want to do.
Crocodile Tears - Anthony Horowitz 2009
Alex Rider does battle with a charity broker con
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artist who has invested millions of dollars in a
form of genetically modified corn that can
release an airborne strain of virus capable of
knocking out an entire country in one day.
Skyjacked - Paul Griffin 2019-07-30
Have a nice flight . . .
The Alex Rider Collection - Anthony Horowitz
2005-09
The first three books of the action series starring
teen spy Alex Rider are gathered together in a
slipcased edition.
Just So Happens - Fumio Obata 2015-03-17
Yumiko was born in Japan but has made a life in
London, losing herself in its cosmopolitan bustle.
She has a gallery show of her art, a good job,
and a good guy she plans to marry. The culture
she grew up in seems very far away—until her
brother phones with the news that their father
has died. Yumiko returns to Tokyo and finds
herself immersed in the rituals of death while
also plunged into the rituals of life—fish bars,
bullet trains, pagodas—as she confronts the
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

question of where her future really lies. Just So
Happens deals both gently and powerfully with
grief, identity, and the pressure not to
disappoint one’s parents, even after they’re
gone, in a look at the relationships that build the
foundation of our lives.
Quite a Ride - Anthony Horowitz 2010-04-01
In this thrilled, action-packed 13-page E-special,
Alex Rider's training is put to the test! Just a few
months into his new life as Britain’s top
superspy, Alex Rider is in need of some serious
r&r. But what should have been a fun, relaxing
vacation on the south of France turns deadly.
Alex will need to use all of his training to get out
of this tight spot, because there’s more than just
his life at stake in this nail-biting story.
Artemis Fowl: The Graphic Novel - Eoin Colfer
2019-06-25
In 2001, audiences first met and fell in love with
a twelve-year-old criminal mastermind named
Artemis Fowl. Since then, the eight-book series
about his adventures has sold over twenty-five
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million copies throughout the world. To coincide
with the major motion picture coming from the
Walt Disney Studios in August 2019, here is an
all-new graphic novel adaptation of the book
with crisp, accessible storytelling and clear,
cinematic perspectives. Readers of all ages can
now follow the siege at Fowl Manor between
Artemis and the fairies in action-packed, fullcolor panels.
Alex Rider Graphic Novel 6: Ark Angel - Anthony
Horowitz 2020-05
Alex Rider is in hospital and determined to put
his spying days behind him. But he is forced
back into action when the vicious terrorist group
Force Three takes him prisoner. Alex makes his
escape - yet his most perilous adventure is only
just beginning. Alex must stop Force Three in
their attempt to destroy Russian billionaire
Nikolei Drevin and his revolutionary space hotel
Ark Angel; but this time, the teenage superspy
will have to push himself to the limits - and
beyond.A bold and stylish graphic novel
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

adaptation of the sixth novel in Anthony
Horowitz's acclaimed Alex Rider series.
Scorpia - Anthony Horowitz 2017
After being told that his father was an assassin
for a criminal organization, fourteen-year-old
Alex goes to Italy to find out more and becomes
involved in a plan to kill thousands of English
school children.
Point Blank - Anthony Horowitz 2021-01-05
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen
superspy who's saving the world one mission at
a time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! When an investigation into a series of
mysterious deaths leads agents to an elite prep
school for rebellious kids, MI6 assigns Alex
Rider to the case. Before he knows it, Alex is
hanging out with the sons of the rich and
powerful, and something feels wrong. These
former juvenile delinquents have turned wellbehaved, studious—and identical—overnight. It's
up to Alex to find out who is masterminding this
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nefarious plot, before they find him. From the
author of Magpie Murders and Moriarty.
King Thor - Jason Aaron 2020-03-18
Collects King Thor (2019) #1-4. One last ride
with the almighty lord of Asgard! Jason Aaron
reunites with Esad Ribi? to conclude the epic
saga they began in THOR: GOD OF THUNDER!
Seven years ago, Aaron and Ribi? introduced the
Thor of the far future — All-Father of a broken
realm and a dying universe — as he stood in
battle against Gorr, the Butcher of Gods, wielder
of All-Black the Necrosword. But now that
nefarious blade has returned, in the hands of
Thor’s all-time-greatest enemy: his adopted
brother, Loki! It’s time for one final, cataclysmic
showdown — but even worse is still to come as
the ultimate end of all things grows near! A
who’s who of Aaron’s past THOR collaborators,
along with a few surprise guests, stop by to
bring down the curtain on a glorious era in
thunderous style!
H.I.V.E. - Mark Walden 2008-06-24
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

HIGHER INSTITUTE OF VILLAINOUS
EDUCATION Otto Malpense may only be
thirteen years old, but so far he has managed to
run the orphanage where he lives, and he has
come up with a plan clever enough to trick the
most powerful man in the country. He is the
perfect candidate to become the world's next
supervillain. That is why he ends up at H.I.V.E.,
handpicked to become a member of the
incoming class. The students have been
kidnapped and brought to a secluded island
inside a seemingly active volcano, where the
school has resided for decades. All the kids are
elite; they are the most athletic, the most
technically advanced, and the smartest in the
country. Inside the cavernous marble rooms,
floodlit hangars, and steel doors, the students
are enrolled in Villainy Studies and Stealth and
Evasion 101. But what Otto soon comes to
realize is that this is a six-year program, and
leaving is not an option. With the help of his new
friends: an athletic martial-arts expert; a world6/15
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famous, beautiful diamond thief; and a spunky
computer genius -- the only other people who
seem to want to leave -- can Otto achieve what
has never been done before and break out of
H.I.V.E.?
Alex Rider - Anthony Horowitz 2006
After the death of the uncle who had been his
guardian, fourteen-year-old Alex Rider is
coerced to continue his uncle's dangerous work
for Britain's intelligence agency, MI6.
Cogheart - Peter Bunzl 2019-02-12
When her father goes missing, thirteen-year-old
Lily Hartman must team up with a clockmaker's
son, Robert, and her mechanimal fox, Malkin, to
solve the mystery of her father's disappearance
and his world-changing invention, a perpetual
motion machine called the Cogheart.
Ark Angel - Anthony Horowitz 2007-04-05
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen
superspy who's saving the world one mission at
a time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

author! The sniper’s bullet nearly killed him. But
Alex Rider managed to survive . . . just in time
for more trouble to come his way. When
kidnappers attempt to snatch a fellow patient
from the exclusive hospital where Alex is
recovering, he knows he has to stop him. But the
boy he saves is no ordinary patient: He is the son
of Nikolai Drevin, one of the richest men in the
world. The eccentric billionaire has been
targeted by Force Three, a group of ecoterrorists who claim his project Ark Angel—the
first luxury hotel in outer space—is a danger to
the environment. Soon Alex discovers that Force
Three will stop at nothing to destroy Ark Angel,
even if it means sending four hundred tons of
molten glass and steel hurtling down to Earth
and killing millions . . . unless Alex can stop
them. From the author of Magpie Murders and
Moriarty.
Nightshade - Anthony Horowitz 2021-06-01
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! From internationally bestselling author
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Anthony Horowitz comes the twelfth thrilling
installment of the Alex Rider series! Follow the
world's greatest teen spy as he sets off to
Gibraltar after the death of Scorpia, and enters
into a battle against a new criminal organization:
Nightshade. Following the shocking events of
Never Say Die, Alex Rider's world has changed:
his biggest enemy, the evil organization Scorpia,
has been destroyed. Alex is hoping his life can
finally go back to normal, that he can go to
school and spend time with his friends--but very
quickly everything changes. A new and
dangerous criminal organization--Nightshade--is
rising. When Alex discovers they've planned a
mysterious attack on London, he will stop at
nothing to take them down. But protecting his
home city means facing off a ruthless new
enemy and putting his life at stake, again. And
this time, there's no one to save him if he makes
a mistake. The #1 New York Times and
internationally bestselling Alex Rider series is
back with a vengeance in this edge-of-your-seat
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

adventure. Perfect for fans of James Bond and
Jason Bourne!
Scorpia - Anthony Horowitz 2006-02-16
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen
superspy who's saving the world one mission at
a time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! Alex Rider, teen spy, has always been
told he is the spitting image of the father he
never knew. But when Alex learns that his father
may have been an assassin for the most lethal
and powerful terrorist organization in the world,
Scorpia, his world shatters. Now Scorpia wants
Alex on their side, and Alex no longer has the
strength to fight them. That is, until he learns of
Scorpia’s latest plot: an operation known only as
“Invisible Sword” that will result in the death of
thousands of people. Can Alex prevent the
slaughter, or will Scorpia prove once and for all
that the terror will not be stopped? From the
author of Magpie Murders and Moriarty.
Snakehead - Anthony Horowitz 2007
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While working with the Australian Secret
Service on a dangerous mission, teenaged spy
Alex Rider uncovers information about his
parents.
Point Blank: the Graphic Novel - Anthony
Horowitz 2007-12-27
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! The Alex Rider Adventures are #1
bestsellers the world over, and following in the
footsteps of the graphic novel adaptation of
Stormbreaker comes the second book in this
phenomenal series. Like Stormbreaker: The
Graphic Novel, this edition features bold, edgy,
manga-like illustrations that make the graphic
novel form so immensely popular, and brings the
young spy to life in a whole new way. For
existing fans of Alex Rider, this will be a musthave; for those yet to discover the series, this
will be the perfect introduction.
The Alex Rider Set - Anthony Horowitz
2003-11
This pack contains the four bestselling books
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

about reluctant teenage superspy Alex Rider.
Stormbreaker - Anthony Horowitz 2006
After the death of the uncle who had been his
guardian, fourteen-year-old Alex Rider is
coerced to continue his uncle's dangerous work
for Britain's intelligence agency, MI6.
Skeleton Key - Antony Johnston 2016-01
MI6 needs Alex Rider's help once again. But
when a routine reconnaissance mission sets off a
terrifying chain of events, Alex is forced to hide
out. The reluctant teenage superspy is sent to
the island of Skeleton Key where General Sarov
is hatching explosive plans to rewrite history.
Russian Roulette - Anthony Horowitz 2014-11-18
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen
superspy who's saving the world one mission at
a time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! Alex Rider’s life changed forever with
the silent pull of a trigger. Every story has a
beginning. For teen secret agent Alex Rider, that
beginning occurred prior to his first case for
9/15
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MI6, known by the code name Stormbreaker. By
the time Stormbreaker forever changed Alex’s
life, his uncle had been murdered by the
assassin Yassen Gregorovich, leaving Alex
orphaned and craving revenge. Yet when Yassen
had a clear shot to take out Alex after he foiled
the Stormbreaker plot, he let Alex live. Why?
This is Yassen’s story. A journey down the
darker path of espionage. Like a James Bond for
young readers, international #1 bestseller
Anthony Horowitz delivers a blockbuster thrill
ride. From the author of Magpie Murders and
Moriarty.
Skeleton Key - Anthony Horowitz 2015-05
Working as a secret agent for Britain's most
exclusive agency, 15-year-old Alex Rider is now
about to face something more dangerous that he
can imagine: a man who has lost everything he
cared for and who has a nuclear weapon.
Stormbreaker - Anthony Horowitz 2006-02-16
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! Meet the orphan turned teen superspy
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

who's saving the world one mission at a
time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! They said his uncle Ian died in a car
accident. But Alex Rider knows that’s a lie, and
the bullet holes in the windshield prove it. Yet he
never suspected the truth: his uncle was really a
spy for Britain’s top secret intelligence agency.
And now Alex has been recruited to find his
uncle’s killers . . . Alex Rider's is debut mission
is packed with bonus material - including an
extra Alex Rider short story, a letter from
Anthony Horowitz, and much more! From the
author of Magpie Murders and Moriarty. “Slambang action, spying and high-tech gadgets . . . a
non-stop thriller!”—Kirkus Reviews
Never Say Die - Anthony Horowitz 2018-10-09
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! The world’s greatest teen spy is back in
action in a thrilling new mission: destroy once
and for all the terrorist organization SCORPIA.
Americans may have purchased more than 6
million copies of Alex's adventures, but now,
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more than ever, we all need his heroics.
Following the events of Scorpia Rising, Alex
relocates to San Francisco as he slowly recovers
from the tragic death of his best friend and
caregiver, Jack Starbright, at the hands of
terrorists working for SCORPIA. With Jack gone,
Alex feels lost and alone, but then, out of the
blue, he receives a cryptic email--just three
words long, but enough to make Alex believe
that Jack may be alive. Armed with this shred of
hope, Alex boards a flight bound for Egypt and
embarks on a dubious quest to track Jack down.
Yet SCORPIA knows Alex's weakness. And the
question of whether Jack is alive soon takes a
backseat to a chilling new terrorist plot--one that
will play with Alex’s mind as he grasps the
magnitude of what is at stake. From Egypt to
France to Wales, from luxury yachts to
abandoned coal mines, Alex traverses a
minefield of dangers and cryptic clues as he
fights to discover the truth. The #1 New York
Times bestselling series, perfect for fans of
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

James Bond and Jason Bourne, is back with a
vengeance! Praise for Never Say Die: "Once
again amid races, chases, hails of bullets, and
increasingly spectacular explosions, the teenage
James Bond pulls off one awesome feat of
derring-do after another. [This] fresh caper . . .
roars along to a (naturally) explosive
climax."—Booklist "In his usual breakneck
fashion, Horowitz whisks Alex from one
improbable situation to another . . . this
installment is sure to please Alex's legions of
fans."—Kirkus Reviews
Louisiana's Way Home - Kate DiCamillo
2018-10-02
From two-time Newbery Medalist Kate
DiCamillo comes a story of discovering who you
are — and deciding who you want to be. When
Louisiana Elefante’s granny wakes her up in the
middle of the night to tell her that the day of
reckoning has arrived and they have to leave
home immediately, Louisiana isn’t overly
worried. After all, Granny has many middle-of11/15
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the-night ideas. But this time, things are
different. This time, Granny intends for them
never to return. Separated from her best friends,
Raymie and Beverly, Louisiana struggles to
oppose the winds of fate (and Granny) and find a
way home. But as Louisiana’s life becomes
entwined with the lives of the people of a small
Georgia town — including a surly motel owner, a
walrus-like minister, and a mysterious boy with a
crow on his shoulder — she starts to worry that
she is destined only for good-byes. (Which could
be due to the curse on Louisiana's and Granny’s
heads. But that is a story for another time.)
Called “one of DiCamillo’s most singular and
arresting creations” by The New York Times
Book Review, the heartbreakingly irresistible
Louisiana Elefante was introduced to readers in
Raymie Nightingale — and now, with humor and
tenderness, Kate DiCamillo returns to tell her
story.
Stormbreaker - Anthony Horowitz 2006
Presents the script, behind-the-scenes interviews
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

with people involved with the film, insider
information on stunts, and other features about
the making of the film "Stormbreaker."
TimeRiders: The Pirate Kings - Alex Scarrow
2013-02-07
Liam O'Connor should have died at sea in 1912.
Maddy Carter should have died on a plane in
2010. Sal Vikram should have died in a fire in
2026. But all three have been given a second
chance - to work for an agency that no one
knows exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel
destroying history . . . Relocated to Victorian
London, the TimeRiders joy-ride back to 1666 to
witness the Great Fire of London. In the ensuing
chaos, Liam and their newest recruit, Rashim,
find themselves trapped between the fire and
the Thames. They escape onboard a river boat,
only to be confronted by an unscrupulous
captain with his heart set on treasures of the
high seas . . . Back in 1888, Maddy and the rest
of the team are frantically trying to track them
down. But with limited resources at their new
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base, can Liam and Rashim survive the
bloodthirsty and barbaric age of piracy long
enough to be rescued? ** Book seven in the
bestselling TimeRiders series by Alex Scarrow.
** The Golden Age of Piracy get a time-travel
makeover! ** Perfect for fans of Doctor Who and
Pirates of the Caribbean. ** TimeRiders (Book 1)
won the Red House Book Award older readers
category, and was Penguin UK's first ever
number one on the iBooks Store. **
www.time-riders.co.uk
Stormbreaker - Anthony Horowitz 2006-02-16
Alex Rider will soon be a star in his very own TV
series! Meet the orphan turned teen superspy
who's saving the world one mission at a
time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! They said his uncle Ian died in a car
accident. But Alex Rider knows that’s a lie, and
the bullet holes in the windshield prove it. Yet he
never suspected the truth: his uncle was really a
spy for Britain’s top secret intelligence agency.
And now Alex has been recruited to find his
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

uncle’s killers . . . Alex Rider's is debut mission
is packed with bonus material - including an
extra Alex Rider short story, a letter from
Anthony Horowitz, and much more! From the
author of Magpie Murders and Moriarty. “Slambang action, spying and high-tech gadgets . . . a
non-stop thriller!”—Kirkus Reviews
Point Blanc - Antony Johnston 2016-01
Alex Rider: Secret Weapon - Anthony Horowitz
2020-08-25
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! "Readers ages 8 to 15 with a taste for
tough-guy thrills will gobble this one up."--Wall
Street Journal International bestselling author
Anthony Horowitz's short story collection
expands the universe of teen spy Alex Rider with
more thrilling action, espionage, and pulsepounding heroics. Inspired by Horowitz's
millions of fans worldwide, Secret Weapon
expands the world of Alex Rider with more
thrilling action and pulse-pounding heroics.
13/15
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Follow Alex as he infiltrates a terrorist hideout
in Afghanistan, fights to prevent an
assassination attempt at a ski resort over
Christmas, and much more! The #1 New York
Times bestselling Alex Rider is back with more
exciting, edge-of-your-seats adventures!
Contains a combination of new and previously
published material, together for the first time!
Praise for Never Say Die: "Once again amid
races, chases, hails of bullets, and increasingly
spectacular explosions, the teenage James Bond
pulls off one awesome feat of derring-do after
another. [This] fresh caper . . . roars along to a
(naturally) explosive climax." --Booklist
The Human Invasion - Jamie Smart 2021
"Since he crash-landed to Earth in a rocket,
Monkey has been causing absolute mayhem!
Bunny and the gang (Squirrel, Pig [the Pig],
Action Beaver, and Skunky the Inventor) have
almost had enough. In this rollicking comic
extravaganza, the pint-sized friends must tackle
a helliphant, rocket-powered hot air balloons,
stormbreaker-the-graphic-novel-alex-rider-1-anthony-horowitz

and the most mind-boggling creatures of all...
hew-mans..."--Publisher.
Fledgling: Jason Steed - Mark Cooper
2010-09-01
Tormented by his mother's death... Taken for
granted by his father... Trained in deadly martial
arts... Jason Steed is looking for a place to call
home. He finds what he's looking for in the Sea
Cadets-an elite group of British youngsters being
groomed for lifelong service in the military. But
when a routine training exercise goes awry,
Jason finds himself in the middle of a secret
mission. The future of the world hangs in the
balance...and Jason might be the only one who
can save it. "A coming of age heart wrenching
story packed with laughs and fast paced action.
Most readers who love action and spy fiction will
devour this dynamic book in a single sitting or
two, otherwise they'll be in extreme agony
waiting to see what happens next." Fictionreviewer.com
Stormbreaker - Antony Johnston 2016-01
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When his guardian dies in suspicious
circumstances, Alex Rider goes from schoolboy
to superspy within days as his world is turned
upside down. Forcibly recruited into MI6, Alex
must discover the truth about the Stormbreaker
computer.
Scorpia Rising - Anthony Horowitz 2012-03-06
Alex Rider is now an IMDb TV/Amazon Original
Series! Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen
superspy who's saving the world one mission at
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a time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! Scorpia has dogged Alex Rider for most
of his life. They killed his parents, they did their
best to con Alex into turning traitor, and they
just keep coming back with more power. Now
the world's most dangerous terrorist
organization is playing with fire in the world's
most combustible land: the Middle East. No one
knows Scorpia like Alex. And no one knows how
best to get to Alex like Scorpia. Until now. From
the author of Magpie Murders and Moriarty.
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